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Jason Bloomberg is a leading IT industry analyst, Forbes contributor, keynote speaker, and
globally recognized expert on multiple disruptive trends in enterprise technology and digital
transformation. He is ranked #5 on Onalytica’s list of top Digital Transformation influencers
for 2018 and #15 on Jax’s list of top DevOps influencers for 2017, the only person to appear
on both lists.
As founder and president of Agile Digital Transformation analyst firm Intellyx, he advises,
writes, and speaks on a diverse set of topics, including digital transformation, artificial
intelligence, cloud computing, devops, big data/analytics, cybersecurity, blockchain/bitcoin/
cryptocurrency, no-code/low-code platforms and tools, organizational transformation,
internet of things, enterprise architecture, SD-WAN/SDX, mainframes, hybrid IT, and legacy
transformation, among other topics.
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About NETSCOUT
NETSCOUT SYSTEMS, INC. (NASDAQ: NTCT) assures digital business services against disruptions
in availability, performance, and security. Our market and technology leadership stems
from combining our patented smart data technology with smart analytics. We provide realtime, pervasive visibility, and insights customers need to accelerate, and secure their digital
transformation. Our approach transforms the way organizations plan, deliver, integrate, test,
and deploy services and applications. Our nGenius service assurance solutions provide realtime, contextual analysis of service, network, and application performance. Arbor security
solutions protect against DDoS attacks that threaten availability, and advanced threats that
infiltrate networks to steal critical business assets. To learn more about improving service,
network, and application performance in physical or virtual data centers, or in the cloud, and
how NETSCOUT’s performance and security solutions, powered by service intelligence can
help you move forward with confidence, visit www.netscout.com or follow @NETSCOUT and
@ArborNetworks on Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn.
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Today’s IT environments have grown more complex, while at the same time, customer
expectations of performance have increased. To make matters worse, cybersecurity threats
have compounded the IT challenge immensely.
DevSecOps – the incorporation of information security into DevOps – is a modern, best practice
approach to balancing all such priorities. Via the right tools and the right reorganization of IT
personnel, DevSecOps teams can deliver high performance and secure application functionality
that delights customers.
Delivering on this promise requires end-to-end visibility across the entire hybrid IT landscape
via continuous monitoring and assurance of a quality user experience by proactively resolving
issues before they impact customers.
Such visibility must begin with system-level telemetry that provides visibility into system
behavior at the network level including all interdependencies among systems, providing
DevSecOps teams the smart data they require to deliver on the promises of the modern digital
enterprise.

This new containerized, hybrid
world brings web scale to the
realities of enterprise IT, with all
of its legacy technologies and
ways of doing business. Rather
than choosing between old and
slow vs. new and fast, IT and
business leaders want it all – the
power and flexibility of modern
technologies as well as the
well-understood value of older,
on-premises gear.

Understanding the IT Requirements for the Modern Enterprise
From the earliest pendulum clocks to the pinnacle of today’s luxury mechanical timepieces, the
art of clockmaking has become more precise and reliable as the devices themselves achieve
astounding levels of complexity.
We may wonder whether clockmaking is a good metaphor for enterprise IT.
The road leading from early host-based data processing to the myriad wonders of today’s
hybrid IT environments are exercises in exploding complexity to be sure. Whether we’re
achieving the levels of precision and reliability that modern watchmakers build their careers on,
however, is still an open question.
On the one hand, the variety of technologies boggles the mind. From the diversity of cloud
computing options to the richness of big data to the exploding world of containers, there is
seemingly no end to the choices at the technologist’s disposal.
This new containerized, hybrid world brings web scale to the realities of enterprise IT, with all
of its legacy technologies and ways of doing business. Rather than choosing between old and
slow vs. new and fast, IT and business leaders want it all – the power and flexibility of modern
technologies as well as the well-understood value of older, on-premises gear.
These executives realize that despite the complex opportunities of the technology world, their
focus should not be on the technology – it must remain on their customers. Technology is but a
means to an end, the end being customer value and in the final analysis, customer delight.
However, just as we expect today’s clocks to tell perfect time despite their complexity, for
customers, as well as employees, partners and others, the bar is set for enterprise technology,
higher than ever before.
The bottom line: all elements of the increasingly complex and diverse IT environment must
deliver top performance, every time.
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Rising to the Modern Performance Challenge
Operations teams have been responsible for meeting customer expectations for performance
for decades – but today, the challenge is far more complex than it has ever been.
Cloud computing in particular has changed the game, as IT shops shift from on-premises
to cloud-first to fully hybrid. For ops personnel, this fundamentally hybrid performance
requirement necessitates a multi-level view of the operational environment.
The old days of separate network, runtime infrastructure, and applications teams monitoring
only those technologies under their purview are long gone. Instead, ops must have visibility into
every element of today’s complex, hybrid, abstracted environments – a ‘single pane of glass.’
System-level telemetry – looking at the world from the perspective of network traffic – is still
essential, but only a part of the story. Similarly, application-level visibility from the perspective of
the applications and the business processes they support is also a critical, but incomplete view.

System-level telemetry –
looking at the world from the
perspective of network traffic
– is still essential, but only a
part of the story. Similarly,
application-level visibility
from the perspective of the
applications and the business
processes they support is also a
critical, but incomplete view.

Just like today’s premium wristwatches, every component must be at the top of its game,
individually as well as in concert with all the others. And today’s ops personnel must have the
tools they need just as the watchmakers that make such cutting-edge technology possible.

The Road to DevSecOps
The precision timepiece metaphor for IT ops breaks down when it comes to security. Nobody is
trying to hack your Rolex – but the same cannot be said about your enterprise systems.
To address the twin priorities of performance and security, ops teams must integrate
security into their day-to-day work, building a collaborative organizational approach that
comprehensively addresses the needs of the IT organization at the speed the business
requires.
Agile software development methodologies put IT on the right track, bringing an iterative,
customer-focused approach to development that shifted testing to the left – that is, earlier in
the software lifecycle.
Today’s Agile shops are now moving to DevOps, building collaborative approaches across
development, testing, and operations to deliver better software on a continual basis –
essentially bringing ops to the left as well.
Now it’s time to add security to the mix.
After all, there’s more to the DevOps software lifecycle than testing and deployment. Today, the
most advanced DevOps teams are shifting security to the left as well.
DevSecOps doesn’t simply amount to dropping security engineers onto a DevOps team, a
mistake many organizations make. It also doesn’t mean one unicorn engineer doing all the
things. It means continuing the work of breaking down the traditional silos that DevOps
initiated.
Breaking down the siloed information security team and spreading the responsibility for
security across the organization is an extension of DevOps, the cultural and organizational shift
that has been dissolving the boundaries between appdev and operations for several years now.
The result is ‘DevSecOps’.
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We’ve shifted quality and ops to the left. Now we’re shifting security as well
You might end up with a single functional team that has a mixture of software engineers, QA,
and security. Or maybe cross-functional teams working together.
The trick is getting the right people involved earlier on, with the right processes, policies, and
guidelines – not the speed-killing gates of old, but lightweight governance that facilitates rather
than impedes continuous development.
In fact, better tooling and automation are important enablers of DevSecOps, but more
important is including security considerations in the DevOps effort broadly – and by extension,
across the digitally transformed organization as a whole.

Automation alone cannot
address such change. There will
always be essential roles for ops
personnel as they continuously
monitor the metrics and key
performance indicators for the
business, both at the system and
application level.

Just as with ops in a hybrid environment, DevSecOps requires continuous monitoring of key
metrics to establish common situational awareness across the entire ops team in order to
meet the performance and threat management needs of the organization, from system-level
telemetry to application-level visibility.
For security, a shift to the left requires participating in the early product requirements
and functional spec reviews, assuring that the right policies, procedures and functional
requirements are in place to eliminate software vulnerabilities through proper design, and
full lifecycle security testing, including white-box application security, vulnerability testing, and
penetration testing.

The Importance of Business Assurance to Resilient Technology
The work of the DevSecOps team is never done. Not only are applications in a constant state
of change, but threats are also continually in flux, and performance depends upon ongoing
resilience in hybrid environments.
Automation alone cannot address such change. There will always be essential roles for ops
personnel as they continuously monitor the metrics and key performance indicators for the
business, both at the system and application level.
Once the proper combination of monitoring and automation is in place, it’s possible to establish
feedback loops that provide increasingly comprehensive situational awareness over time. The
end goal: reducing overall mean time to repair (MTTR), thus facilitating a consistently delightful
customer experience.
Furthermore, the benefits to DevSecOps goes beyond reducing MTTR to continuously
improving and maturing and thus proactively reducing the overall number of failures via
common situational awareness.
To achieve these goals, the DevSecOps team must select the proper tooling that provides
pervasive and unified visibility across the entire stack – with minimal overhead that might
impede the continuous delivery priorities of DevSecOps.
Within the IT context, we can roll up the story of operating modern IT environments under the
banner of service assurance. The focus of service assurance is on the results, rather than
individual metrics or thresholds that may only form a part of the overall performance of a
hybrid IT environment.
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Service assurance, however, doesn’t go far enough. What enterprises actually require is
business assurance. Business assurance focuses on the business value the enterprise
provides to its customers, comprising service quality, security, performance, and all other
elements that make up a delightful customer experience.
Business assurance, in fact, represents the full vision for DevSecOps. This name may be
a mélange of separate roles, but in reality, DevSecOps represents a new collaborative
organizational model that focuses on business value rather than the roles and responsibilities
of the individuals on the team.
Business assurance thus also represents the ability for an organization to achieve consistently
delightful results, not in spite of the uniqueness of each delivery team, but rather because of
it. More than anything, this recognition of the distinct personalities and contributions of the
individual give DevOps its greatest strength.

NETSCOUT for Holistic Visibility and Continuous Monitoring

To avoid this problem, ops
must gain continuous and realtime visibility into the entire
environment by leveraging
system-level telemetry. Ops
personnel use the resulting to
reduce MTTR and establish an
effective feedback loop across
development, QA, security and
operations – and thus, for the
DevSecOps team.

Given the complexities and real-time requirements of today’s hybrid, containerized, cloud-first
world, ops teams risk finding themselves the bottleneck that adversely impacts the customer
experience.
To avoid this problem, ops must gain continuous and real-time visibility into the entire
environment by leveraging system-level telemetry. Ops personnel use the resulting to
reduce MTTR and establish an effective feedback loop across development, QA, security and
operations – and thus, for the DevSecOps team.
Application performance management (APM) technologies like bytecode instrumentation
aren’t up to the task. Neither are traditional IT Operations Management (ITOM) or network
management tools.
NETSCOUT® addresses this gap in the market with its Business Assurance (BA) solutions.
NETSCOUT BA solutions use IP traffic-based technologies to help the DevSecOps team gain
system-level visibility, thus protecting the deployment pipeline at the speed the business
requires.
NETSCOUT BA solutions continuously monitor the IP Traffic that traverses the service delivery
infrastructure, proactively detect service degradations, and provide insight into all services
interdependencies necessary to reduce the MTTR and resolve issues before such issues impact
users, as well as increasing the overall organizational maturity as the organization moves to
DevSecOps.
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The Intellyx Take: The Importance of ‘Smart’ Data
Once you understand that DevSecOps represents a collaboration of uniquely qualified
individuals does the context for its tools come into focus.
We no longer have a one tool-one job mentality, or a one-size-fits-all approach to business
assurance. Instead, modern business assurance solutions must empower teams to see
the various challenges of the modern DevSecOps environment from various perspectives,
depending on the task at hand and the expertise of the individual.
System-level telemetry is at the heart of such visibility. Only by continuously monitoring the IP
traffic that traverses the service delivery infrastructure, proactively detecting service degradations
and providing insight into all services interdependencies, is it possible for the modern ops team to
reduce MTTR, ideally resolving any issues before they impact the customer experience.
This end-to-end, system-level visibility includes telemetry for a wide range of system metrics –
load, latency, and failure metrics among networks, servers, runtime infrastructure, databases,
and applications.
Furthermore, such insight supports the entire software lifecycle, helping the DevSecOps team
achieve the goals of continuous integration and continuous deployment with continuous
monitoring which facilitates the dissolution of organizational silos in favor of the common
situational awareness for the cross-functional, self-organizing teams that characterize DevSecOps.

System-level telemetry is at the
heart of such visibility. Only
by continuously monitoring
the IP traffic that traverses the
service delivery infrastructure,
proactively detecting service
degradations and providing
insight into all services
interdependencies, is it possible
for the modern ops team to
reduce MTTR, ideally resolving
any issues before they impact
the customer experience.

In fact, the better this team’s situation analysis becomes, the simpler it is to identify root
causes of problems across all IT systems and applications within the hybrid environment –
not only reducing MTTR, but shifting the emphasis of the team to more valuable activities
than fire-fighting.
All of these operational data, from system-level telemetry to application metrics, must provide
the right visibility for the right people at the right time. In other words, these data must be
‘smart’ data – metadata-rich information that at once present the overall landscape of a
situation while simultaneously allowing the team to drill down into any particular area.
The entire ‘fire-fighting’ metaphor for resolving operational issues thus breaks down, as the
team knows what they need to do right away, instead of treating the problem as a war room
fingerpointing match that results from insufficient information.
If we return once more to our premium timepiece metaphor, the technology inside such
devices is so precise in its complexity that if the watchmaker didn’t have immediate, complete
visibility into a problem, the entire device might be ruined.
Our IT environments may not yet run like clockwork, but the proper end-to-end visibility by
putting smart data into the hands of the people who need them is a critical step in achieving
this vision for the modern digital enterprise.
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